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HARMONIC 
ACE™+7 Shears

HARMONIC™  
HD 1000i Shears

HARMONIC™  
1100 Shears
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From a leader in advanced energy devices1...

Experience precise energy delivery 
with HARMONIC™ 1100 Shears

Curved, tapered blade—for access to tight spaces and 
working next to critical structures.

Intelligent, energy managing algorithm —lower maximum 
blade temperature and shorter exposure on tissue.2

Ultrasonic technology—energy delivered through a single 
blade for dissecting, coagulating, cutting and sealing.

• The most tapered HARMONIC™ Shears device.

• A unique shape that mimics a mechanical dissector and may reduce the need
to use a separate dedicated dissecting instrument.5

• More tapered and narrower at the distal tip than LigaSure™ Maryland.6

• Transection speeds 35% faster than 
HARMONIC™ ACE+7 Shears.9

• Precise cutting with minimal thermal damage 
may allow for safer dissection near vital 
structures compared with electrosurgery or 
lasers.10

• Intelligently maintains blade temperature when 
prolonged energy activation is required.11,12

• Improved tissue pad life compared to 
HARMONIC™ HD1000i Shears for continued 
reliability throughout the procedure.13

End effector profile differences (birds eye view): 

Unmatched precision7

More tapered jaw designed to enable 
precise access to tissue planes.8

A curved, tapered tip for precise energy delivery3,4

5.228 2.648

5.122 1.844

LigaSure™ Maryland
Taper - 49%

HARMONIC™ 1100 Shears
Taper - 64%

HARMONIC™ 1100 Shears achieved results with lower maximum blade temperatures versus 

HARMONIC™ ACE+7 Shears and HARMONIC™ HD1000i Shears14

Intelligent, energy managing Adaptive Tissue Technology algorithm for lower 
maximum blade temperature and shorter exposure on tissue.2
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PRODUCT CODES DESCRIPTION QUANTITY/SALES UNIT

HAR1120 HARMONIC™ 1100 Shears,  
20 cm length 6

HAR1136 HARMONIC™ 1100 Shears,  
36 cm length 6

Ordering Information

Customer Support 
For more information or product support, call 1-877-ETHICON or visit Ethicon.com/Harmonic1100 
See Instructions for Use for complete product details.

For ordering or other questions about HARMONIC™ 1100 Shears, contact your Ethicon representative 

Ethicon.com/Harmonic1100

Ultrasonic Energy delivered precisely through the single blade  
versus in the tissue between jaws
• Significantly smaller thermal footprint compared to leading competitors.15

• Ultrasonic devices with Adaptive Tissue Technology do not deliver electricity through tissue, 
thus there is no risk of additional tissue damage due to stray or 'radiated' energy.16,17

• Energy delivered through a single blade to allow for versatility in general dissection,  
back-scoring, sealing, creating otomies, mesentery marching or dissecting in tissue planes.18

Sealing equal to or better than other HARMONIC™ devices

HARMONIC  
ACE™+7

HARMONIC™  
HD 1000i

HARMONIC™ 
1100

Strong 
sealing19

Faster 
transection9

Better tissue
 protection20

HARMONIC ACE™+7 Shears delivered greater first pass vessel 
sealing than LigaSure™ devices.21
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